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SKILL LEVEL: Intermediate
SIZE: One Size
Set of 3
Finished Circumference About 10 in. (25.5 cm)
CORRECTIONS: None as of Sep 14, 2010. To check for later updates, click here .
MATERIALS
• 861-150 Lion Brand Vanna's Glamour: Platinum
1 Ball (A)
• 861-149 Lion Brand Vanna's Glamour Yarn: Moonstone
1 Ball (B)
• 861-171 Lion Brand Vanna's Glamour Yarn: Gold
1 Ball (C)
• 861-186 Lion Brand Vanna's Glamour Yarn: Bronze
1 Ball (D)
• 861-170 Lion Brand Vanna's Glamour: Topaz
1 Ball (E)
• Large-Eye Blunt Needles (Set of 6)
• Additional Materials
3 craft foam balls, each about 10 in. (25.5 cm) circumference
T-pins
Craft glue
GAUGE:

Exact gauge is not important to this project
NOTES:

1. Be sure to read through General Instructions and review the diagrams before beginning. A Temari Ball is
not difficult to make, but does require careful handling of the yarn to create a tidy design.
2. Materials are sufficient to make one of each Temari Ball in set.

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
1. Each foam ball is first wrapped with a foundation wrap. Hold one end of specified yarn on a foam ball. Wrap yarn over entire ball,
taking yarn in different directions as when winding a ball of yarn. When ball is completely wrapped with yarn, secure end of yarn with a
drop of glue. Allow glue to dry, then trim yarn end.
2. With T -pins, mark 2 points, directly opposite each other, for North and South Poles.
3. Wrap a strand of yarn around ball from pole to pole, dividing ball in half, then from pole to pole once more to divide ball into quarters.
With another strand of yarn, wrap the ball at the equator, thus dividing ball into eight sections. The strands will cross at each pole and at
4 points around equator for a total of 6 points where the strands cross (Diagram 1). Glue ends of each strand in place. When glue is dry,
trim yarn ends. Note that the strands applied in this step have crossed at specific points. These crossed points will be used in creating
additional designs on the ball. To create the shapes on the Square Eye and Hexagon balls, yarn is woven around the strands at each
cross point. To weave yarn, thread yarn into blunt needle. Insert threaded needle under foundation wraps to hide end of yarn. Draw
threaded needle over and around each of the crossed strands to weave (Diagram 2). Working in a clockwise direction, weave around the
crossed strands in a spiral for the number of times specified in the pattern.

4. To change colors when weaving, draw old color under foundation wraps to hide, then cut yarn. Thread new color into blunt needle.
Insert threaded needle under foundation wraps to hide end of yarn. Continue working with new color.
5. Refer to diagrams to make each ball.
6. To end off, draw yarn under foundation wraps to hide, then cut yarn.
7. Glue all yarn ends to secure. When glue is dry, trim ends.
STARBURST TEMARI BALL
1. With A, and following Step 1 of General Instructions, foundation wrap a foam ball.
2. With T -pins and following Step 2 of General Instructions, mark North Pole and South Pole on wrapped ball.
3. With B, and following Step 3 of General Instructions, divide ball into 8 sections.
4. Thread blunt needle with a 30 in. (76 cm) strand of C. Hold wrapped ball so you are looking at the North Pole. Insert threaded needle
under foundation wraps, hiding end of C strand under wraps, then bring needle out at North Pole. Take a long straight st across top of
wraps to begin stitching a starburst pattern. Following Diagram 3, make 4 long straight sts alternating with 8 shorter sts to complete the
starburst. When all 12 sts have been worked, draw yarn under foundation wraps to hide, then cut yarn. With C, make another starburst
at South Pole. With D, make another starburst at one of the crossings on the equator. With D, make another starburst at the equator
crossing on opposite side of ball from first D starburst. With B, make a starburst at each of the remaining two equator crossings.

SQUARE EYE TEMARI BALL
1. With C, and following Step 1 of General Instructions, foundation wrap a foam ball.
2. With T -pins and following Step 2 of General Instructions, mark North Pole and South Pole on wrapped ball.
3. With D, and following Step 3 of General Instructions, divide ball into 8 sections.
4. Thread blunt needle with a 30 in. (76 cm) strand of D. At each of the 6 crossing points, work a Square Eye as follows: Beginning at
center of crossing, weave D in 4 complete spirals around crossed strands. Follow Step 5 of General Instructions to change to C. Working
around D spirals, work 4 complete spirals with C. Follow Step 5 of General Instructions to change to E. Working around C spiral, work 3
complete spirals with E. Follow Step 7 of General Instructions to end off.
5. Thread blunt needle with a 30 in. (76 cm) strand of D. Weave an outline all the way around any Square Eye. *Draw D across to
adjoining Square Eye. Weave an outline around this eye; repeat from * until every Eye has been outlined with D and there are two
lengths of D between Eyes (Diagram 4). Notes: As needed, weave D under foundation wrap to reach adjoining Eye. When each strand
of D is used, follow Step 5 of General Instructions to start a new strand. Repeat this process, with D, to weave a second outline around
each Eye, and four lengths of D between Eyes.

HEXAGON TEMARI BALL
1. With E, and following Step 1 of General Instructions, foundation wrap a foam ball.
2. With T -pins and following Step 2 of General Instructions, mark North Pole and South Pole on wrapped ball.
3. With C, and following Step 3 of General Instructions, divide ball into 8 sections.
4. Wrap another strand of C around ball from pole to pole, dividing half of the sections in two, then from pole to pole once more, dividing
the other half of the sections in two. The top and bottom halves of the ball are now divided into 8 sections each (Diagram 5). Place T pins in each of the 4 equator crossings. Wrap another strand of C around ball from one marked equator point to opposite equator point,
dividing half of the sections in two, then wrap C once more from marked equator point to opposite equator point, dividing the other half
of the sections in two. Wrap another strand of C around ball twice, in same manner, from one remaining marked equator point to
opposite equator point. The top and bottom halves of the ball are now divided into 24 sections each (Diagram 6).

5. Thread blunt needle with a 30 in. (76 cm) strand of C. At each of the original 6 crossing points where 8 strands meet (marked with T pins), work a small circle as follows: Beginning at center of crossing, weave C in 4 complete spirals around crossed strands. Follow Step
7 of General Instructions to end off.
6. Thread blunt needle with a 30 in. (76 cm) strand of E. At each of the points where 6 strands meet, work hexagon as follows (Diagram
7): Beginning at center of crossing, weave E in 14 complete spirals over 6 strands. Note: The hexagon shape will begin as a circular
shape. As you add additional wraps, a hexagon shape will begin to form. Follow Step 5 of General Instructions to change to C. Working
around E hexagons, work 10 complete spirals with C. Follow Step 7 of General Instructions to end off.

FINISHING
Fold a 7 in. (18 cm) length of yarn in half and knot ends. Glue knot to top of ball for hanging loop.

Every effort has been made to have the knitting and crochet instructions accurate and complete. We cannot be responsible for variance of individual knitters and crocheters, human errors, or typographical mistakes.

We want your project to be a success! If you need help with this or any other Lion Brand pattern, e -mail support is available 7 days per
week. Just click here to explain your problem and someone will help you!
For thousands of free patterns, visit our website www.LionBrand.com
To order visit our website www.lionbrand.com or call: (800) 258-YARN (9276) any time!
Copyright © 1998-2009 Lion Brand Yarn Company, all rights reserved. No pattern or other material may be reproduced -- mechanically, electronically, or by any
other means, including photocopying -- without written permission of Lion Brand Yarn Company.

